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Abstract
GENERATION OF DIRECTED TREES, 2-TREES 
AND PATHS WITHOUT DUPLICATION
Archie Joseph Paul, Jr., Ph.D.
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Illinois, 1965
The increasing number of applications of graph theory to the 
solution of problems in many fields make it desirable to have 
available complete knowledge of the properties of these graphs. Since 
many problems in electrical networks, switching circuits,and communication 
nets can be formulated in terms of directed graphs, it is appropriate 
to study their properties.
In this paper, procedures are developed for generating the 
directed trees, 2-trees and paths of a directed graph. Unlike other 
methods for generating these subgraphs, the procedures developed here 
avoid generating duplicate elements thus they eliminate the necessity 
of repeated search to select a complete set of elements. Proofs are 
given to verify that all elements of the set of directed trees, 2-trees 
or paths are generated and that no duplicate elements occur. Examples 
are given to illustrate the procedures in detail.
The procedures are amenable to digital computer application.
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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Graph theory as a mathematical discipline finds broad application 
in the solution of problems of many fields. It is of particular interest 
to Electrical Engineers for its applicability to the solution of 
problems in electrical networks, communication nets, and switching 
circuits. A large number of these problems can be formulated in terms 
of directed graphs [l,2,6,7]; consequently the properties of such 
graphs is of major importance. This paper discusses three properties 
of directed graphs, namely, directed trees, 2-trees and paths.
The problem of the generation of trees without duplication for 
the non oriented graph has recently been solved [8]. The concept of 
ordering the edges of the reference tree which was developed in the 
solution of that problem is also employed in the solution of the 
analogous problem for the directed graph, although many of the conditions 
imposed are different due to the nature of the directed tree.
Only connected directed graphs having a finite number of vertices 
and edges are considered. The definitions and symbols used are for the 
most part those used in the literature.
2CHAPTER II
GENERATION OF DIRECTED TREES WITHOUT DUPLICATION
2.1 Introduction
A directed tree is defined as a tree which has one vertex specified 
as a base vertex and which contains a simple directed path from every 
vertex to the base vertex. It can be seen that the directed trees of a 
graph, G, depend upon the base vertex specified.
It is convenient to define the following sets in G to clarify the 
notation used.
C1(G) = {w : w is a vertex of G} (2.1)
D(j) = [x : x € £1(G) and 3 a directed path from j to x} (2.2) 
D*(j) = [y : y € i^ (G) and j € D(y)] (2.3)
The subset D(j) is referred to as the set of vertices accessible from 
j and D (j) is the set of vertices from which j is accessible.
E(G) = {e : e is an edge of G.} (2.4)
Sg(t) = [x : x is an edge in the fundamental cut-set
of G with respect to the tree, t, and containing 
edge e of t.} (2.5)
S00 = {y : y is an edge of G having the same initial
vertex as edge x.} (2.6)
The symbol (J) i-s used to indicate the symmetric difference of sets, 
that is,
A ® B  = (A-B)U(B-A) where A-B = [a : a € A and a § b }. (2.7)
32.2 A Procedure for Generating the Directed Trees of G
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a directed 
tree of G having vertex j as base vertex is D (j) = ^(G). When this 
condition is satisfied, one can choose a directed tree,
fco = K ’e2>e3’---’ev-l}> (2-8)
as a reference tree of the graph, G, having v vertices and use the
following Theorem to generate a set of directed trees having the same
base vertex.
Theorem I: A distinct directed tree, t, of G is formed from t by
replacing edge e. € t by an edge e € E(G) iff e € (tQ) H §(e^) (J) {e^}.
i e.
A set of distinct trees, T 1, of G is formed by repeating this replacement
for each element of S (t ) D 5(e^)0{e_^}.
i
Proof: ==> Assume e 6 S (t ) H 5(e.)©{e.]. We need only show-----  e. o i. il
that the subgraph, t, resulting from the replacement is a directed tree;
it is obvious that it is distinct because e. € t and e. $ t.1 o 1
The removal of e. from t separates t into two subgraphs, A and B. l o o
If the initial vertex of e. is in A, it is accessible from all vertices inl
A while vertex j is in B and is accessible from all vertices in B. By
definition of "fundamental cut-set" all elements in (tQ) either
i
connect one vertex in A to a vertex in B or vica versa. Hence any
element in S (t ) could replace e. to form a new tree, but it would not e. o ll
necessarily be a directed tree; however, if e € Sg (tQ) H 5(e^)0 {e_^ }
i
it connects the initial vertex of e in A to some vertex in B and in the
4tree formed there exists a directed path from each vertex to the base
vertex j. Hence it is a directed tree.
-<£= Assume that e. € t and e. is replaced by e where e € G - t
1 o 1 o
and the resulting subgraph is a directed tree. It must be shown that
e £ se (fc0) n S O p  0  {e.}. 
i
In order for t to be a directed tree of G the element, e, replacing
e. must be a member of §(e.). This follows from the knowledge that in i i
every directed tree there exists exactly one edge issuing from each
vertex of G other than the base vertex [3], Hence it is necessary that
e^ be replaced by an element in §(ep otherwise the resulting subgraph,
t, would have a vertex, the initial vertex of e., other than the base
vertex, j, which would not be the initial vertex of any edge belonging
to t; therefore no directed path could exist from that vertex to the base
vertex and the subgraph would not be a directed tree.
It is also necessary that e € S (t ) for the following reason.
i
Removal of e^ from tQ separates the subgraph, tQ, into two parts. The
edge, e, replacing e^ must connect these two parts if the resulting
subgraph is to be a tree. Since all edges of G connecting these two parts
belong to S (t ), we conclude that e € Sg (t ) H 5 ( e p © { e p .  Q.E.D. 
i i
The application of Theorem I to t will generate the set of
distinct trees 
e.
T 1 = [t : t = tQ ©  [ei,e], e^  ^€ tQ,
€ s e ( t p  n § ( e p  ©  U p ] .e (2.9)
5Additional distinct directed trees can be formed by replacing
e.
another edge of t in each tree, t, in the set T . In this case we o
replace edge e! which belongs to t fl t by the elements of S , (t) fl |(e!)
i
one at a time forming as many new trees as there are elements in
, (t) fl |(e!). This set of distinct directed trees differing
i ,e. e!
from t by two edges we label T as both edges e. and e'. of to 1 1 o
have been replaced.
e. e; , i i = ft’ : t' = t®{e!,e'), e! € t PI t, t € T
e' 6 Se,(t) fl 5 ( e p 0  {ep} 
i
( 2 . 10)
The order of e^ e!^ is such that duplication is avoided. Ordering of the 
edges of t is discussed in section 2.4.
This procedure can be continued to obtain all distinct trees 
differing from tQ by three edges, four edges, etc. up to v-1 edges. The 
complete set of all distinct directed trees is
e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. ...e,i. i, i0 i, i0 iQ 1-, i0 l
Tj = {*, T , T 2,T 2 3,...,T 2 h (2. 11)
where the general term is
ei e^ ...e^
T 1 2 k = {t : t = t' ®  {e ,e], e € tf fl t ,
k k
e € S (f) fl 5(e ) ® { e  },
i, k k
e. e. ... e.
e  € t 11 '2 lk-h. ( 2 . 12)
6The sequence, {e^ , e^ ,...e^ }, is a subset of the v-1 edges of tQ 
1 2  k
ordered in the manner described in section 2.4.
Before demonstrating that this procedure generates all distinct 
directed trees of G and that no duplicate trees are generated, a simple 
example is given to illustrate the procedure.
2.3 Example 1
Assume vertex 2 is the base vertex and find all directed trees of 
the graph, G, in Figure 1.
To find the directed trees let t = {abec} and compute
using equation 2.12. We procede by computing the following sets.
7c o 
From these sets 
e.
s e t )  n 1(a) ©  {a} = (a, f } fl [a , f ]  ©  {a} = {f}cl O
sb(to) n 1(b)© {b} = Cb,f,g] n [b}©{b] = {0}
se(tQ) n 5(e) ®{e} = Cd,e,f,g} (1 {e,g}0{e) = {g] 
s (t ) n 1(c) 0{c} = {c,a} n Cc}©{c} = {0}
T 1 = {Ta,T6} = {fbec, abeg} = {t]L,t2}.
For the directed trees differing from tQ by two edges we compute the 
following sets.
Sb (tp n 5(b) © { b }  = [a,b, g} n {b}0{b} = {0}
sc(ti) n 5(c) © [ c )  = i>,d} n [c}©{c] = {0}
n 5(e) © f e} = U,d, f ,g}  n i e»g] ©  Ce} = Cg]
sc ( t 2) n © f G5 = f c >d5 n £c5 ®  W  = W
From these sets 
e. e.
T ^  "2 = {T36} = {fbgc} = {t3}.
For the directed trees differing from tQ by three branches we compute 
the following sets.
sc(t3) n 5(c) ffife} = tc>d} n = {0}
From this set
e. e. e.
T h  L2 ^  - {0}
and it follows that
e. e. e. e.
1 1 1. 1 ,
T 1 2 3 4 = W .
The set of all directed trees with base vertex 2 is now obtained from 
equation 2.11.
T2 = {tQ,Ta,Te,Tae} = {to,t1,t2,t3] = [abec,fbec,abeg,fbgc}
82.4 The Order of the Edges of the Reference Tree
The sets of trees differing from tQ by two edges in Example 1 were
mab ae ac , ec . ab „ac , ecT ,T ,T , and T . Since the sets T , T and T were empty, we
3.6 6 cl 0 bwere left with the set T . The sets T and T were not computed as
6 cl 3.0they would contribute only duplicate trees. In this example T = T 
This duplication was avoided by ordering the elements of tQ, that is,
tQ = [abec], where a < b < e < c, and then in the sets of trees,
e. e. . . . e.
X1 L2 1kT , permitting only the sequences, {e. , e, ,...,e. }, which
X1 12 Xk
satisfy e. < e. <... < e. , where 1 < k < v-1.1 1  1 — —1 2 k
This order can be achieved by ordering the edges of t so that an
edge sequence from any vertex to the base vertex is in increasing order.
There are numerous ways of ordering t to satisfy this requirement; one
method is as follows. Partition the edges of tQ into disjoint subsets,
A. , such that 
1
A1 = [e : e e tQ fl $(j)}
Ai = {e : e € tQ fl 6 (A±_ 1)], for i = 2,3, ...n, (2.13)
where n is the length of the longest path in tQ,
$(j) = {e:e £ G  and the terminal vertex of e is j] and 
6(A) = [e : e £ G and e has the same terminal vertex
as the initial vertex of some edge, x, contained
in A]. (2.14)
The edges are then ordered by first assigning order to the elements of 
A^ in arbitrary fashion starting with the lowest order and increasing for
each element of A^, then proceed to  ^ assigning increasing order to
the elements of A^  ^ in arbitrary fashion. Continue this procedure for
A A etc. until t is ordered. Figure 2 illustrates this n-2 n-3 o
procedure.
Figure 2. An Ordered Directed Tree.
a x = $(j) n 
a 3 = 6 (a 2) n 
a 5 = 6(a4) n
One possible 
to
It will
t =o {v,w}
iiC
M
< «(Ap n to = {z ,y,m,s}
t =o {q,r,n,k} A4 6(A3) n to = [u ,P,f
r+ o II {x,c,d,g} A6 = »(a5) n to = (a:,b}
ordering of t is o
= (a,b,x,c,d,g,u,p,f,»h, q, r ,n,l m, s5,V,w).
now be shown that if t = [e. o 1’e2’e35 • •• V i 1’ where
< ... < e and in the sets of trees, v-1 *
( 2 .
10
e. e. ...e.
X1 X2 LkT > C1 £ k £ v-1), the sequence, {i , , i^>•••i^], is a sub
set of the natural numbers f1,2,3,...v-l] such that i, < i„ < i~ < ... < in ,J 1 2  3 k
then all distinct trees are generated without duplication by the procedure 
given in section 2.2.
2.5 Verification that all Trees can be Generated
Lemma I: Given an ordered reference directed tree, t , of a directed
graph, G, then for any arbitrary directed tree, t, differing from tQ by
k branches there exists a directed tree, t', differing from tQ by k-1
branches from which t can be obtained from the equation
t = t* ©{e.,e} (2.16)
where e. £ t' fl t , e 6 S (t1) fl 5(e.)©{e.} and e. is of higher order
i
than any element of t which is not contained in t'.o
Proof: Consider the arbitrary tree, t, and the reference tree, t ,
with base vertex, j. Since t 4 tQ, we can start at vertex j and examine 
the edges of tQ in reverse order starting with the highest order edge and 
proceding in decreasing order of the edges of tQ until we find an edge, e , 
such that e^ $ ec*8es t0 t i^e directed edge sequence from
the terminal vertex of e^ to vertex j are of higher order and they belong 
to t as e., is the edge of highest order which belongs to -t but does not 
belong to t. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
t = {a1,a2,...,a11}
Figure 3. Tree, t, and Reference Tree, t
11
Since e. € t, there exists an edge q\ 3 q/ € £(e.) fl t. This 
1 1 k k x
follows from the fact that every directed tree has one edge issuing from
each vertex other than the base vertex. Removal of from t separates
the tree, t, into two parts. The terminal vertex of branch e^ belongs
to the subset of vertices from which j is accessible in t after the
removal of c^; the same is true of the terminal vertex of c^. The
initial vertex of edges e. and <y. is accessible from all vertices inl k
the part of t not containing j. Hence e^ € ¡-(c^ ) and.e^ € S (t);
1 ^k
consequently there exists a tree t' formed from t by replacing <y, withK
e.. This tree has one more element in common with t , and t can be 1 o
generated from t' by equation 2.16 if = e. The conditions necessary,
£ Sg (t') fl (e^}j e^ € t' fl t and e^ is of higher order than
i
any element of t not contained in t*, are all satisfied. Q.E.D.
Theorem II: All directed tree of G are generated by the procedure
given in section 2.2.
Proof; It is clear that every tree differing from tQ by one edge 
can be obtained from t by replacing an edge of tQ as per equation 2.12.
If it is assumed that an arbitrary tree, t', differing from t by 
k-1 branches, (2 < k < v), can be obtained by equation 2.12, then by 
Lemma I it can be shown that an arbitrary tree, t, differing from t by
k branches can be obtained by equation 2.12; hence by the principle of
weak induction we prove that all directed trees can be generated by the 
procedure given in section 2.2. Q.E.D.
12
2.6 Generation of Distinct Trees
It can be seen that in generating the classes of directed trees 
e. e. . . . e.
11 12 1kT there can be no tree appearing in more than one of the
classes e. e„ e. e. e. e. e. e. e. ...e
T L\  T 11 l2, T ^  ^  l3, ... T ^  12 ^  ^
This can be seen if you consider that in each class of trees the number 
of edges of each tree common to t is specified. In replacing edges of
t to generate the trees the edge replacing an edge of t does noto o
belong to t since it must initiate from the same vertex as the edge it
replaces and must be distinct from it. Hence the trees of each class have
a different number of edges in common with t^; consequently no tree can
be common to more than one class and of course no tree generated can be
equal to t .o
Within a class how do we know that there are no duplicate trees?
To answer this question consider the sets of trees in the class
e. e. . . . e.
11 L2 LkT . It is clear that if
e. ,e. ,...,e. 4 e. ,e. ,...,e,
L1 L2 \  J1 J2 Jk
(2.17)
then no tree can be common to the two sets and
. e.e. e. ..  e. e. . , . e .
L1 L2 Xk ^1^2 1^T 1 z k D T 1 z 1 0 (2.18)
because all trees in the first set do not have edges e. ,e. ,...,e.
X1 L2 xk
while all trees in the second set do not contain edges e. ,e. ,...,e„
If two trees are duplicates they contain the same branches and therefore
13
any branch of G missing from one tree must be missing from the other.
It follows then that if there are duplicate trees they must occur
e. e. . . . e.
L1 12 Lkwithin a class T . Due to the ordering requirement imposed
on the set {e. , e. ,...,e, } there is only one class of trees having 
L1 12 Lk
this set of edges missing, and it is generated by replacing the edges 
of tQ in the order given. Duplicate trees would have to result from
replacing e„ with the edges in the set. {e : e € S Pi(e. ) ®  [e. }}.
Lk 6i, Lk Lkk
This is not possible as the replacement procedure generates a set of
trees each having a distinct edge issuing from the initial vertex, x,
of e. . Since each directed tree has only one edge issuing from 
Lk
vertex x and all trees in the set have a different edge issuing from 
this vertex there can not be duplicates within a class of directed trees.
2.7 Example 2
The following example illustrates the procedure. Given the 
directed graph G, of Figure 4, find all directed trees having vertex 7 
as base vertex.
 ^ m ^ h 6
Figure 4, A Directed Graph G.
14
Let the reference tree tQ = {abcdef}. The necessary ordering of t 
is achieved by forming the following partitions.
Al = $(7) 0 tQ = {e,f] 0 [a,b,c,d,e,f} = £e,f)
A2 = 6(e) U 6(f) D tQ = [c,k] U [o,g] fl {a,b,c,d,e,f} = {c}
A3 = 6(c) 0 tQ - {d,n,b,p} fl f a, b, c, d, e, f} * {b,d}
A4 = 6(b) U 6(d) 0 tQ = {a} U {h,i,j,i} fl {a,b,c,d,e,f) = {a}
A5 = 6(a) fl tQ = {m} fl {a,b,c,d,e,f} = (0}
The order is now assigned as discussed in section 2.4 to give tQ in 
proper order as t = {abdcef}.
The following sets are calculated to determine T 
S (t ) f! |(a) 0  {a} = {a,n,k ,m} fl {a,n,k} 0  {a} = {n,k}ct CJ
Sb (tQ) n ©  M  = {m, ir,k,n,b} D {b,X}0[b} = {&}
Sd(‘to') ^ 5(d)© £d} = j5ish3 H {m, d] 0  {d} = [m]
Sc(tQ) n = tc>P>k> f l  {c}0{c} = {0}
Sg(tQ) n 5(e) 0 { e }  = I6»11»1»0} n io,j,P ,e}©{e} = {o}
Sf ( t 0) n 5(f)  ©  { f } = [ f ,g , h , o}  (1 { f , h } 0 { f }  = {h}
The trees differing from t by one branch areo
e^
T 1 = {Ta,Tb,Td,Te,Tf} where 
Ta = {to 0{a,n}, to 0{a,k}} = [nbdcef,kbdcef} = [t^ t ^ ,
Tb = [tQ 0{b,^}} = {aXdcef} = {t^},
Td = £to 0{ d , m } } =  [abmcef} = "£t^3 >
T6 = itQ 0 £ e>°}} = [abdcof] = £ t5},
Tf = (to 0{f,h}} = {abdceh} = {tg}.
15
The following sets are now calculated to evaluate T
sb ( t 1 ) n 5(b)© £b} = {a,x,b} n £b,je.} © { b }  = [i]
Sd ^ t l ^ n ^ d3©  f d3 = n [ m , d } © { d ]  = {m}
se(fci) n 5(e)© {e} = {e,i,o,h} fl {o,j,p,e} ®  [e] = {o}
Sf(t].) 0 5 ( f ) ©  £f} = {b,o,f,g} il {f,h}© £f) = £h}
sb(t2) n ^ b) ©  £b3 = {a»b>^3 n { M 3 © i b } = {X}
Sd('t2^  n ^ d) © £ d3 = {d,m,X,h,i,j} fl {m,d}©{d} = {m) 
se(t2) n 5(e) © { e }  = [e>i>o,h3 fl {o, j,p,e} ©  {e} = £o)
s f ( t 2 > n 5 ( f ) ®  [f] = Ch,o,f,g) n {f,h}©{f} = £h}
sd(t3) n 5(d) ©  {d} = £h,i, j,k,d,n,b} fl {m,d}©{d} = {0}
Se('t3^  n ©  £e3 = {h>i,o,e} H Co,j,p,e}©{e} = {o)
s f ( t 3) n 5(f) © t f ]  = £h,o,f,g} n £h,f}©{f} = £h}
se(t4) n 5(e) ©  £e3 = {h ,i,o,e3 fl £o, j ,p, e} ©  {e} = [o]
Sf(t4) n 5( f )  ® { f ]  = { h , o , f , g }  n { h , f } ©  [ f } = { h}
s f ( t 5 ) n 5( f )  ©  [ f ]  = £ f , g , i , e }  n { h , f }  © { f } = {0}
e. e.
L1 12 r ab ad ae af be bf de df->T = {T ,T ,T ,T ,T ,T ,T ,T ) where
cibT = [t1 ©  £b,je), t2 ©  £b,X}} = [nXdcef ,k^dcef] = £t?, tg} ,
o
T = £t1©  Cd,m3> t2 ©  £d,m}3 = [nbmcef ,kbmcef} =
T36 = {t1 ©  {e,o3,t2 ©{e,o33 = {nbdcof,kbdcof} =
Taf = f ^ ©  [f >h3> t 2 ©  £f ’h33 = {nbdceh,kbdceh} = it13>t14}>
Tbe = it30  £e>°33 = {aidcof3 = {t15J,
xbf = tt3 © { f>h33 = {aidceh} = {t^},
xde = Ct4 © f e»°33 = {abmcof 3 = {t^},
fdf = [t4 ©  £ f,h3 3 = {abmceh} = {t^}.
To evaluate T we calculate the following sets.
Sd(t?) n |(d) ® { d }  a {a,b,m,d,h,i,j} D [m,d}©{d} = {m} 
se(t7) n 5(e) ©  {e} 35 {h,i,o,e} fl {e,o, j ,p} ©  {e} « {o}
SfCt?) H 5(f) © { f }  « {h.,o,f,g) fl {h,f}0{f} = {h}
Sd(tg) n 5(d) © { d }  = {a,b,m,d,h,i,j) D {m,d}©{d] = {m}
Se(tg) n s Ch ,i,o,e} fl [o,e, j ,p} ©  {e} = [o}
s f ( t g ) n 5( f ) ® { f }  = { > , o , f , g }  n { h , f } © { f }  = { h}
SgCtg) n 5(e) ® { e }  = {h , i,o, e} fl {o,e, j  ,p} ©  {e} = {o}
Sf(t9) n 5(f) ® { f }  = {h,o,f,g} fl [h,f} ©  {f} = {h}
s e^t 10') n i e5 = {h,i,o,e] fl {o, e, j ,pj ®  (e) = {o}
sf(t10) n 5( f ) ®  { f }  = { h , o , f , g } n { h , f )  ® { f }  = j > }
S f C t f l )  n 5( f )  ©  i f }  s  { f , g , i > e }  n [ h , f } © { f }  = { 0}
Sf^t12^  n ^ (f) ® t f} “ ff^ 1 >e) n Ch,f}©{f} = {0}
sf(t15) n 5(f) ©Cf] -  {f,g,i,e} n {h,f}®{f} = [0] 
Sf(t1?) (1 5(f) ©  Cf] - {f,g,i,ej n [h,f] ©  [f] = {0}
e. e
T
T
T
T
T
T
X1
abd
abe
abf
ade
adf
- { t 7
= tt7
^ 9
f t9
fmabd abe mabf ade ^ad^ a {T ,T ,T ,T ,T } where
® [ d>m3,tg © {d,m}} = [nXracef,k£mcef} = {t19»t2o5> 
© {e,o],tg © {e,o}} = [nidcof,kidcof} = £t2i’fc22^’ 
® { f 5h},tg © [fsh}} = [nXdcehjkidceh} = { ^ 3 * ^ 4}» 
©  £e,o},tl0© {e,°}} = [nbmcof,kbmcof} = {t255t263 
®  £f,h} ,t1Q ©  {f ,h}} = { nbmc eh, kbmc eh } = [ t ^ t ^ }
We now calculate the following sets to evaluate T
Se(ti9) n 5(e) ® f e3 = {h,i,o,e} D {o,e, j ,p} ©  fe} = fo)
sf(t19) n §(f)®{f} = {h,o,f,g} n {h,f)©{f} = {h}
se(t2o^  n 5(e) ©  £e3 = {h,i,o,e} n {o,e,j,p}©  fe} = {o}
sf(20^ n 5(f)©Cf3 = 0,0,f,g] n {h,f]©{f} - fh}
sf (fc2 1 > n 5(f ) © [ f ] = { f 5g5i>e} n 0 , f )  ©Cf } = {0}
sf(t22) n 5(f) ®  ff3 = {f»g>i*e} n 0»f] ffi Cf) = {0}
sf(t25) n 5 ( f ) ©  {f) = {f,g,f,e} n 0 » f } © { f l  = (0)
Sf<t26) 0 5(f) ©{f} = {f5g,i5e} fl {h,f}©{f} = {0}
T X1 12 13 X4 _ <- abde abd^ [T ,T } where
Tabde = [ t 19 ©  f e ,o ]  , t 2Q ® { e , o } }  = fnimcof, k£mcof} = { t 29»t 30]> 
Tabdf = { t19 ©  [ f  ,h} , t 2Q ® { f  ,h } }  = [nimceh jkifmceh] =
To determine the trees differing from t by five edges we 
calculate the following sets
sf(t29) n 5 ( f ) ®  if] = {i jf jg je] H [f jh} ©  {f} = (0)
s f ( t 30) n 5( f )  ® [ f ]  = [ f j f j g>e] n [ f , h }  ©  { f } = { 0}
from which
1 l2 13 L4 l5
■ { « •
The set of all directed trees with base vertex 7 is
T-, = ft , t., , t0, „ . . , t.,-} . This set of trees is shown in Figure 5. 7  ^ o 1 2 32J
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CHAPTER III
GENERATION OF DIRECTED SIMPLE PATHS WITHOUT DUPLICATION
3,1 Introduction
Methods of generating the set of directed paths, P , from 
vertex i to vertex j in a graph having v vertices have been described 
in the literature [4,5,10]. These methods utilize the primitive 
connection matrix of the graph and obtain the paths by either 
evaluation of the permanent of the matrix, raising the matrix to the 
v-1 power or by applying a node pulling algorithm which transforms the 
matrix into a 2 x 2 matrix without altering the paths from i to j.
Each method generates the directed edge sequences from i to j from 
which the simple paths must be extracted without duplication. A further 
disadvantage when working with large graphs is that all paths are 
generated simultaneously making the quantity of data handled at each 
step very large. The method of raising the primitive connection matrix 
to the v-1 power generates all paths between every pair of vertices which 
provides more information than may be needed with a commensurate increase 
in effort.
The method to be described here generates the set of directed 
simple paths, P , of G without duplication from a set of directed trees 
of the subgraph, G". A minimal set of directed trees are generated and 
the paths are extracted from them.
It will first be shown that all paths in P,, are contained in theij
set of directed trees, T„, of G!.J
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Theorem III; The set of directed simple paths, P _  of G, is equal 
to the set of directed simple paths of G', where G' is a sub graph of 
G having vertices Q(G’) = {w : w € D*(j)} and edges E(G') = {e : e € G 
and the initial and terminal vertices of e are in Q(G')}.
Proof; Assume J. a path p C  G and p G\. Then p contains a 
vertex, x, 3 x 6 Q(G) and x ^ Q(G'). Hence x ^ D*(j), that is, j is 
not accessible from x. Hence no path exists from i to j which contains 
x. Q.E.D.
It is evident that G' is the maximum subgraph of G which has a 
directed tree with base vertex j. Throughout the remainder of this 
chapter only the graph G* will be considered so that the prime will be 
dropped.
Theorem IV; Every directed simple path in P of G is contained
in some tree, t, 3 t € T., where T. is the set of directed trees ofJ J
G having j as base vertex.
Proof; Given an arbitrary simple directed path, p, 3 p € P _  
we know that the set of vertices Q(p) is a subset of Q(G) 3 j is 
accessible from i in p. We use the notation i ¡> j to indicate that 
j is accessible from i. A directed tree containing p can be constructed 
by adding edges to p until all vertices of G are connected making sure 
that 3 a path from each vertex to j.
Choose any arbitrary vertex, y^, 3 y^ € Q(G) - Q(p). By 
hypothesis y ^ o  j in G, hence 3 a minimum set of edges, M, which 
completes a directed path from y^ to a vertex in Q(p). We form a
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connected subgraph, H, where E(H) = M U E(p). It is clear that 3 a 
directed path from every vertex of Q(H) to j and as M is a minimum set, 
no loops are contained in H.
We now choose another arbitrary vertex, y ^  3 y2 € Q(G) - Q(H).
Again by hypothesis y ^ j  so that 3 a minimum set of edges, M',
which completes a directed path from y^ to a vertex in Q(H). We form
a connected subgraph, H', where H* contains the edges M 1 U M U  E(p).
H* includes more vertices of G than H and 3 a directed path from each
vertex of Hs to j. No loops are present in H' as M* is a minimum set.
This procedure is continued until all vertices of G are connected.
The resulting subgraph is a directed tree containing the path p. We
conclude that for any simple directed path, p in P of G, 3 a
directed tree, t of T. 3 t ^  p. Q.E.D.J
3.2 Obtaining the Path from a Tree
It follows from its definition that a directed tree, t, of G 
having base vertex j contains exactly one directed path, p, 3 p € P „ . 
Given a directed tree, t, where t € T of G, the path p of P „  can be
obtained by elementary set operations by the procedure which follows.
Let I(i) = [e : e 6 E(G) and the initial vertex of e is i},
\(x) = {e : e € E(G) and the initial vertex of e is the
terminal vertex of x if the terminal vertex of x 
is not j},
= [0 if the terminal vertex of x is j], 
t = {e^, e2 j • • • j ^ T .
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Consider a tree, t, containing path, p, in which j is the base vertex 
of t and the terminal vertex of p. The path, p, includes the edges
i(i) n t, \{i(i) n t] n  t, x[x£x(±) n t] n t] n t,
\{A.[X{l(i) fl t} fl t] n t} n t, etc. until X(x) - 0 which indicates 
that the path, p, is complete.
k-1
P = n (x ) (3.1)
j=i J
where x. = X(x. .) fl t for 1 < i < k-1 J J-l
= I(i) fl t for j = 1 
and k is the smallest integer 5 X(x^) =
3.3 Generation of a Minimal Set of Trees Containing P „
The number of directed trees of a graph is often quite large.
For example, the number of directed trees of the complete graph on v 
vertices, having the same base vertex is [l]
Nt = vV'2. (3.2)
The number of directed simple paths in of G is at most equal to the 
number of directed trees in T^ and is usually much less; in general there 
are several directed trees containing the same directed path. For the 
case of the complete graph on v vertices the number of simple directed 
paths is
Np = {(number of paths of length one) + (number of pathsrof length two) + 
... + (number of paths of length v-1)}.
Np = {1 + (v-2) + (v-2) (v-3) + (v-2) (v-3) (v-4) + ... + (v-2)'.}
v-2
N = (v-2)1 E
x=0 x.
(3.3)
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When it is desired to list the set of directed paths, P , in G, it 
can be done by first generating the directed trees having j as base 
vertex and from these obtaining the distinct paths by the method 
described. One obvious disadvantage to this procedure is the vast 
number of directed trees which may result in some cases, while the 
number of directed simple paths is relatively small. For example, the 
number of directed trees of a complete graph of ten vertices is
v* 2 8N = v = 10 = 100 million trees,
while the number of directed simple paths in P of the same graph is
N = P
v-2
(v-2)I E 
x=0
1
x! (10-2)! S -, = 109,601 paths. x=0 x#
In order to reduce the effort required to list all paths in P _  
of G it is desirable to generate a minimal set of directed trees each
of which contains a distinct path, p, 3 p € P^ , that is, we wish to
generate one directed tree of G for each path in P.. of G. ThisiJ
procedure is now described.
Theorem V s A distinct directed tree of G containing a distinct
directed simple path p € P.. of G can be formed from t , a referenceij o’
directed tree of G, by replacing branch e^ € t by an edge
e € G iff e € S (t ) PI £(e.)(T) {e.}, and e. € t PI p where p is e. o' i' » i o *o *oi
the directed simple path contained in tQ.
Proof; By Theorem I we know that distinct trees are generated;
we need only prove that each tree contains a distinct path.
= >  Assume e € b (t ) fl §(e.)ffi{e.} and e. € t D p .  Since e. o 1 ^  iJ i o *o1
e„ € p the removal of e„ from t separates t into two parts B vertex 
1 is in one part and vertex j is in the other. The element, e, re­
placing e^ forms a tree hence it completes a path from i to j. Since e 
is contained in the path in the new tree and each new tree has a 
distinct element, e, the paths are all distinct.
< =  Assume e^  € t is replaced by e € G and a distinct tree, t, 
is formed containing a distinct path. Again it is known from Theorem I
that e € S (t ) fl §(e „ ) (J) [e. } , hence we need only show that
i
e„ G t fl p „ If we assume that e. € p then the new tree formed l o o i T ro
contains p^. Since a directed tree contains exactly one path the
new tree cannot contain a path distinct from p . This is ao
contradiction as, by hypothesis, t contains a distinct path. We
conclude that e„ G p . Q.E.D.
1 ° eiA set of distinct trees, T , containing a set of distinct paths, 
e „
P , is formed by repeating this replacement for each edge,
e G S (t ) fl §(e „) (£) [e. } . A class of these sets is formed by re-
i
peating the entire procedure for each e. € t D p .
ei
The number of trees in each set of Tx will in general depend
upon the choice of tQ. In order to generate the maximum number of
distinct paths, it is necessary that t be a directed tree such that
the intersection, S (t ) fl ?(e„), is maximum for all e. € E(p).
i
Any arbitrary t can be modified to meet this requirement by a procedur
described in section 3.4. If we let t* = v(t ) be a reference tree soo o
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modified, the class of maximum sets can be expressed as 
e.
T 1 = {t : t = t* ©  {e. ,e}, e. € t* fl p , p c  t*, t* = Y(t ),x o ^  u i* J l o ro ro o o o
e € Se (t*) 0 §(e.)© {ei}}. (3.4)
i
e. e.
The corresponding set of paths, P , contained in Tx is obtained in 
ordered form by the method described in section 3.2.
Additional sets of distinct trees of G containing distinct paths
ei e.in P . . can be formed from T by replacing edge e'. of t € T 1 with- "* X 1 icij
edge e' where e!^ belongs to the path, p, contained in t and e!^ is of
higher order in p than e^ was in p^. The edge e' must belong to the
fundamental cut set, S . (t), and issue from the same vertex as e!.e. ll
This set will be maximized if the tree, t, is replaced by t*, where
t* = v(t). If we let x_ be the order of e. in p and x„ be the order 1 v ' 1 l o 2
of e! in p then for a class of maximum sets we can writel
e. e!
T 1 1 =  [t1 : t' = t* ©  {e , e' } , e € t* fl p, t*=Y(t)>
xix2 1 1
p c  t*, t e T \  e' € S , (t*) n ?(e’) ©  {e!},c # i. (3.5)
where x^ < x^ < v-1.
The procedure can be continued to obtain a minimal set of distinct 
trees of G which contain the set of paths, °f G. The general
expression for a class of distinct trees containing distinct paths is
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e . e „ . . . e.
Tx X 2 X k = Ct : t = t * ©  [e ,e],
V 2 - \  xk
t* = v(t*), p c  t*, e
e. € t* fl p,
\
6 Sp (t*) 0 !(e ) ® { e  },
i. k kk
e. e. . . . e.
f  e t h  12 V l ] ,
xlx2 ' " V l
(3.6)
where x. < xn < . . . < x. < v-1.1 2  k
3.4 Modification of a Tree to Maximize S (t) fl for a Given Path
i
The procedure given for the generation of all paths of G requires
that at each step we take a tree, t , containing a path, p, where
p = [a^ja^,..., a j , and generate a new tree for each edge, e, of
5(a^)(£) ia^} if 3 a path in G containing the first i-1 ordered edges
thof p and containing e as the i edge. If 5(a.) C  s (t) 'V'a, € p, we1 cl # 11
can form a new tree for each edge of ^(a^) ^  {a_^ } by equation 3.6.
This condition gives the maximum number of edges in the intersection,
S (t) fl §(a.), and consequently gives the maximum number of trees which
Si a X1
can be generated by equation 3.6. Maximization of the number of trees 
generated does not require that 5(a.) C s (t) as there may be edges inX cl ,X
th|(a^) which do not appear as the i edge in an ordered path in G 
containing the first i-1 ordered edges of p; however, it is necessary 
that §(a.) fl S (t) contain all the edges of §(a.) which do appear asX 3.. XX
ththe i edge of a path in G which has as the first i-1 edges the 
corresponding edges of p.
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If 5(a.) 5  S (t) we have the case where an edge e 5 e € 5(a.)1 \ cl . 1
terminates on a vertex from which the initial vertex of a. isl
accessible in t. If 3 a distinct path, p' , in G containing the first
th tti— 1 ordered edges of p and containing e as its i edge then ¿1 an 
edge, c € S (t) - 5(a.) which is also in p* . The edge, c, must have3 , 11
the same direction as a^ in (t) hence it must be in the positive
semi-cut, S+ (t). A new tree, t , can be formed from t by replacing3 # J.
1
the edge x of t with edge c without altering the path, p, if 
x = 5(c) H t - p.
t1 = t ®{c,x}, x = ^(c) fl t - p, c € S* (t) - 5(3^ (3.7)
S (t) is the positive semi-cut of G with respect to t and contains a., 
i
The edges of E(G) in S (t) fl 5(a.) are also in S (t')fl 5(a.) asd., 1 3- • JL 3-1 1
any vertex from which the initial vertex of a^ is not accessible in t 
is a vertex from which the initial vertex of a. is not accessible in t-.l 1
If the edge e ^ S (t ) fl 5(a.)©{a.} then either 3  p' or 3  an edge3 0 1 1 11
c* € S+ (t.) - 5(a -) which € p'. If the latter is true we can form a a. 1 i rl
tree, t^, by replacing edge x' of t^ with c' if x' = 5(c’) fl t^ - p.
l2 = ti © f c,’x,3> x' = 5(cI) H t1 - p, c' € St (t^ - 5(ai) (3.8)
Continue this procedure until either e € S (t.) fl 5(a.) or until
i
no edge, x, exists. We are assured of reaching one or the other 
condition as each time the tree is modified the number of vertices from 
which the initial vertex of a. is accessible is reduced. The number ofl
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vertices of G is finite so that the procedure must terminate.
An edge e € E(G) which belongs to §(a.) also belongs to S (t)1 3,1
if the initial vertex of a. is not accessible from the terminal vertexl
of e. When modifying a tree, t, with respect to a^, according to
equation 3.7, the set of vertices from which the terminal vettex of a^
is not accessible in t is contained in the set of vertices from which
the terminal vertex of a. is not accessible in the modified tree, t, .i 1
Hence ?(a ) H S (t) remains invariant under this operation and a tree
i+1 ai+l
may be modified so that the intersection §(a.) H S (t) is a maximum3_ 3 #1
for each a. C p if we start with the highest order edge in p and
proceed in reverse order to the lowest order edge. The resulting tree,
t* = Y(t)j is the tree required in equation 3.4.
The preceding can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem VI: Given an ordered simple directed path,
p = fa,,a„,...,a }, belonging to P .. of G and a directed tree r L 1’ 2 n ij
rrt ^  p, if Jl an ordered simple directed path p* in G containing the
thfirst i~l edges of p, then e, the i element of p', belongs to 
5(a.) fl S (t*) where t* = Y(t).1 3 .
r77 thProof: Assume J  a simple directed path p'. The i edge of p1,
e, must necessarily belong to §(a^ ,). Let t* = Y(t) and assume
3  x 3 x = 5(c) 0 t* - p where c G S+ (t*), then each edge of S+ (t*)3 . 3 ,1 1
issues from a vertex in Q(p) from which the initial vertex of a^ is 
accessible. If e ^ S+ (t*), it terminates on a vertex from which the3 .
1 f7T +initial vertex of a^ is accessible in t* and an edge c € (t*) 3 c £ p* .
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This means that 3  a loop in p* as the i n i t i a l  vertex of e is  
accessib le  from the i n i t i a l  vertex of c and vica  versa. This i s  a 
contradiction as p ? is  assumed to be a simple directed path. Hence 
e € 5(a.) D S ( t * ) .  Q.E.D.1 a (
3.5 Verification that all Paths are Generated
Theorem VII: Every simple directed path in P of G is
contained in a directed tree generated by the procedure given in 
section 3.3.
Proof: Let p be an arbitrary ordered simple directed path in PiJ
of G. Let tQ be a reference directed tree of G containing p^ and let
a^ be the lowest ordered edge of p^ which is not in p. From Theorem VI
it is known that the i ^  edge of p belongs to £(a.) fl S (t*) and by
i
equation 3.6 a tree, t^, can be generated from tQ containing a path, p^, 
which contains at least the first i edges of p. Let a' be the lowestxx
order edge of p which is not in p, (i < k < n). Again from Theorem
thVI it is known that the k edge of p belongs to |(a') f! S , (t*) andK. cl, JLk
by equation 3.6 a tree, t^, can be formed containing a path, p^, which 
contains at least the first k edges of p. Continuing this reasoning 
we obtain the result that a tree is generated by the procedure given in 
section 3.3 which contains the path, p, and we conclude that every 
path in P of G is generated. Q.E.D.
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3.6 No Duplicate Paths are Generated----------- c---------------------------  e. e. ...e,
11 12 LkA path contained in the class of trees T cannot be
xlx2 " ,xk
contained in the class T
e . e . . .. e 
J1 J2 :
y-.y unlessV  2* * ,jrk
{e .  , e. , . . . e .  } = [e.  , e.  , . . . e .  } and
V  L2 J1 J2
{x1,x0,
2 ’  ’  * " yl’y2’*“ yk} *
(3.9)
(3.10)
This can be seen if you consider how a path in either class is formed.
If in two given paths e. 4 e. then x.. 4 Y-, , and the number of leading
X1 J1 1 1
ordered edges common to p^ in the two paths is not the same. Hence, the
two paths cannot be identical unless e. = e. and x. = y.. If in twoxi j x 1 i
fchpaths e. = e. byt e. 4 e . then if the x edge of each path is not 
X1 J1 12 J2 1
ththe same the paths must be distinct, (the x^ edge is the edge replacing
the. = e. ). If the x edge is the same then e. and e. belong to the 
L1 J1 1 X2 J2
same path p . In the two paths formed by replacing e. and e. , one 
1 x2 J2
path will have the same leading ordered edges as p^ up to the initial
vertex of e. and the other will contain the same edges of p. up to the 
12 1
initial vertex of e . . If e. 4 e . the two paths must be distinct.
j2 l 2
Hence e. = e. if the two paths are identical and since e. and e.
X2 J2 X2 J2
belong to the same path p^, = y2* Continuation of this reasoning
leads to the conclusion that
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e. e.
, "I 1
X1X2*
n
e . e .
, J1 J2
yly2* *
=  { 0} (3.11)
if equations 3.9 and 3.10 are not satisfied.
Within a class of trees there are no duplicate paths because when
replacing e. by edge e in equation 3.6 a new path is generated for 
Lk
each distinct edge e. Each new path contains a different one of the 
distinct edges e, hence no duplicate paths are generated within the 
e. e. . . . e.
i ft- t ±1 ±2 lRclass o  trees T
¥ 2- \
3.7 Example
The following example illustrates the procedure. Given the 
directed4graph, G, of Figure 6, find all paths in of G. Let 
t = {aged} and pQ = {gc}. The reference tree is modified by 
computing the following sets of edges in E(G).
5(c) - Sc(tQ) = {b} s+(to) - 5(c) = [n,e,h,f}
2
Figure 6. A Directed Graph
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5(n )  H t Q -  pQ = [ n , h , a ]  f 1 [ a , g , c , d }  -  { g , c }  = [ a }
to1 = fco ®  £n ’a} = {ngcd3
5(c) - S (t ) = {0} |(g) - S (t ) = {0}
t = y(t ) = t* = fngcd} o o w
e.
Tx ^  -
= {Xncd, nfcd, encd] = {t^t^t^}
T2 = {gbnd, gknd] = {t4 ,t5}
e.
11We now modify the trees of T as follows.
X1
fcl = {^ ndc} and Px = i^nd}
5(d) - W  - {m} S> P  - 5(d) = {g,f5a,h}
5(g) n h '  pi == {e,f,g,4} n {¿,n, d,c} - {«e,n,d} = {0}
5(f) n fci - pi == same
5(a) n ti - pi == {a,h,n} fl [ Z , n,d, c} - {¿,n,d} = C0)
5(h) n h '  pi *= same
5(n) - w  - {0} 5(i) - s*<ei> = {0}
fcl " t* = Y(t1) = {j£ndc}
t 2 =
{nfcd} and P2 = if3
5(f) ' Sf(t2> = {0}
*CMUIICM4-1 = {nfcd}
fc3 = {encd} and P3 = fed}
5(d) - sd(t3) = {m} s> 3) - 5(d) = {f,gs,a,h}
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5(f) n t3 - P 3 = {e,f,g,X} n {e,n,c,d} - {e,d} = {0}
1(g) H t3 - p3 = same
5(a) n t3 -  P3 = {a,h,n} fl {e,n,c,d} - {e,d} = {n}
to = t„©[a,n] = {eacd} 5(d) - S (t ) = {0}j ol
5(e) - S (t ) = {0} t = t* = {eacd}
6 1 :
t4 = {gbnd} and p4 - {gbnd}
Since p4 = t4> no modification is required and t4 = = {gbnd}.
t5 = {gknd} and p5 = {gkd}
|(d) - Sd(t5) = [j,m] Sd(t5) - Ç(d) = {f,h,c}
5(f) n t5 - P 5 = {e,f,g,X} n {g,k,n,d} - {g,U,d} = {0}
5(k) n t5 - P 5 = {h,n,a} 0 {g,k,n,d} - {g,k,d} = {n}
te = t ©  {h,n} = {gkhd}
1
?(d) - Sd(t ) = {j} sd(t5 ) - 5(d) = {b,c,X,f}
5(b) H t  - ps = {b,k,c} H [g,k,h,d} - {g,k,d} = {0}
1
§(c) fl t_ =- p = same
500 H t5 - P5 = {e,f,g,X} H {g,k,h,d} - {g,k,d} = {0}
5(f) n t5 - P5 = same 5(k) - Sk (t5 ) = {0}
5(g) - S (t ) = {0} t = t* = {gkhd}
8 1 1
e. e.
T 11 L2 _ fTgn gd gd en cd,
x x 1 12’ 13’ 12’ 23 ’ 23j
T12 = iXadc» Xhdcl = Ti3 = tXnjc} =
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T12 = femac’ eJac} = ^ 9 ^ 1 0 ^  T23 = fgbhd3 = ftiil
T^3 = {gkinh} = [t12]
e. e.
11 12The trees of T are now modified as follows.
X1X2
tg = {¿adc} and pg = [iac}
5(c) - Sc(t6) = 0 }  s> 6) “ = £e’f’h5
5(e) 0 t6 - p6 = [e,f,g,X) PI [A, a, d, c] - {A,a,c} = {0}
5(f) H tfi - p6 = same
5(h) PI t6 - p6 = [n,h,a] (1 j>,a,d,c) - [X,a,c] = {0}
5(a) - Sa(tfi) = {0} 500 - Sx(t6) = {0}
t6 = = U adc3
t^ = {ihdc} and p_, = {Xh}
RnSince t^ € and there are no edges of p^ of order greater than two, 
tj cannot contribute any additional trees.
fc8 = {¿njc] and pg = {Anjc} rt 00 u r
t
CO* 11 {Anjc}
t9 = {eiriac) and pg = {emac} s9 ■ *5 ■ {emac}
t10 == {ejac} and p10 =
5(c) - sc(tio) = [k>b5 Sc(t10> - 1(c) =
5(h) n tio " p10 “ [h,a,n] fl {e,j,a, c] - {e,j,c } - {a}
tl0l = fci o ©  ta’h3
= {ejhc}
5(c) Sc(t101) M - 5(c) .
5(A) n t101 ~ p10 := [e,f,g,X] n { e, j,h,c} - {e, j»c] =
5(f) n tio1 “ P10 := same
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500 Cl t1Q - p1Q = [m, d, j } fl {e,j,h,c} - {e,j,c} = {0} 
5(d) 0 t1Q - p1Q = same
50) - S (t ) = {0}
t101 fc10 feJhc5
tn  = {gbhd} and pn  = {gbh}
cn
5(e) - Se(t ) = {0}
t ^  beongs to T0  ^ and as there are no edges of pin of order greater23 11
than three, t ^  cannot contribute any new trees
l2 = {sknlh} and P12 = {gkrnh} t = t* = 12 12
e. e. e.
, X1 X2 X3 _
X1X2X3
r gnc gda gdc. 
1 123’ 123’ 123j
123 = {iadk5 ^13) p13 = f^akd}
123 = temhc) - ^ pl4 = {emh}
123 = {ejbh} - ^ p 15 = {ejbh}
P44 = tPO»P1»P2»*-'»Pl015-
= [gc,Xnd,f ,ed,gbnd,gkd,i-ac,Xh,i.njc,emac,ejc,gbh,gkmh,^akd,
emh, ejbh}
A minimal set of trees containing all paths in P is the set
^to,tl’t2’ * * * ,t:l5^
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CHAPTER IV
GENERATION OF DIRECTED 2-TREES WITHOUT DUPLICATION
4.1 Introduction
A 2-tree of a graph, G, is a pair of unconnected, circuitless
subgraphs, each subgraph being connected, which together include all
the vertices of C3(G) [ll], A directed 2-tree of G is a 2-tree in which
each of the two subgraphs is a tree directed to a base vertex of that
subgraph [3]. The symbol, T , is used to designate the set of
k: j
2-trees of G which have the property that vertex k is the base vertex 
for one part and vertex j is the base vertex for the other part.
It is often desirable to specify in which part of a directed 
2-tree certain vertices, other than the base vertices, are located.
The set of 2-trees having base vertices k and j with the additional 
requirement that vertex i be contained in the same subgraph as k and 
vertices q and r be contained in the same subgraph as vertex j is 
designated by the symbol
j
The application of directed 2-trees to the solution of network 
problems has been considered in the literature [1,3]. The following 
describes a method of generating two types of directed 2-trees without 
duplication. This method can be extended to other types of 2-trees.
4.2 Generation of the Set of 2-trees, T„ ,_  2dk;.
The directed 2-trees of G having base vertices k and j can be 
generated without duplication by the following procedure. First remove
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the edges of E(G) which issue from vertex k and add an edge, e, 
which issues from k and terminates on j. Next choose a reference 
directed tree, Tq, of the resulting graph, G^, and generate the set of 
all directed trees, T\ ^ , of G^, having base vertex j, by the procedure 
given in section 2.2. Finally, form a 2-tree from each tree of T  ^by
removing edge e, thus obtaining the set of all distinct 2-trees, T2dk: j
:2d . " {t2d . : t2d. . = T ® [e}’ T € Tjl3k:j k:j k:j J
(4.1)
Theorem VIII; The set of all directed 2-trees, T_, , is generated
k: j
by the procedure.
Proof: If t_, is an arbitrary 2-tree of the set T0 , , then
2dk:j 2dk:j
3  two disjoint subsets of 0(G), A and B ^ vertex k is accessible in
t f r o m  every vextex of A and vertex j is accessible in
k:j k:j
from every vertex of B. It is also true that in this arbitrary 2-tree
3  an edge issuing from vertex k because A and B are disjoint and there
are no loops in a 2-tree. Hence, only vertices and edges € G^ can
appear in t~, . The addition of edge, (k,j), forms a directed tree, t ,
k : j
of T According to Theorem II, the procedure given in section 2.2 
generates all directed trees of G^, hence, it generates T, the tree 
from which t9 , would be obtained by the procedure of this section.
k: j
Therefore, it is concluded that all directed 2-trees are generated.
Q.E.D.
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Theorem IX; No duplicate directed 2-trees are generated by the 
procedure given.
Proof: From section 2.6 it is known that the set of trees,T.,, are- ---- jl
all distinct. Since each tree in the set contains edge, (k,j), the 
removal of (k,j) from each tree in T  ^ leaves only distinct directed 
2-trees. Q.E.D.
4.3 Generation of the Set of 2-trees, T2d. .i.k: J
The directed 2-trees of G having base vertices k and j with vertex
i in the same part as vertex k can be generated without duplication as
follows. Remove the edges of E(G) which issue from vertex k and add
edge e 3 e = (k,j), as in section 4.2, to form graph G^. Next remove
the edges of E(G^) which issue from vertex i and add edge e' 3 e' = (i,k)
to form graph G0. Choose a reference directed tree, t ', of G„ and 2 o 2
generate the set of all directed trees, T >9, of G„ having j as base
vertex. Add edge e' to graph G^ to form G^. Each directed tree, t *, of
T.n is also a directed tree of G0 and a particular subset of directed J 2 3
trees of G~ can be formed by replacing e' in each tree of T._ with an 3 J 2
edge cy, where oi € (e) H S^,(t ’) - {e'} U S^(t '). If no such oi exists,
T* is discarded. The primed functions indicate that the operation is 
carried out on the edges of G^. The particular subset obtained is a 
subset of directed trees,W^, of G^ each containing the edge, e.
= £t : t = t * ©  [e* ,<*}, t ' € T^,
a € 5'(e') H Sgi(T') " £e 1} U S^(t '), a exists;
t = 0 if 5 (4.2)
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The desired set of 2-trees of G is obtained by deleting edge, e, from
each tree of W ., ,Jl
'2d. . . " ^2d. . . : t2d. . . " T 6 Wjl3r,k“j i,k:j i,k:j
(4.3)
Theorem X ; All directed 2-trees of the set T9 , are generated
i,k:j
by the procedure given.
Proof: If t , is an arbitrary directed 2-tree of T'2d.i,k; j 2d. . .i>k: j
then ^  an edge in t issuing from vertex k because k is the base2di,k: j
vertex for one part of t and there are no loops in a 2-tree.
i,k: j
Addition of edge e 3 e = (k,j) forms a directed tree, t , of G^. From
the definition of t , , it is known that 3 one edge, |3, issuing from
i,k:j
vertex i which terminates on a vertex from which k is accessible in the 
2-tree. By replacing |3 with edge, e', a tree, T*, of G  ^ is obtained 
and the edge, 3, does not belong to the fundamental cut-set, S^(t 5).
By Theorem II it is known that the given procedure generates the tree,
T!, from which t^^ is obtained by equations 4.2 and 4.3. Hence,
we conclude that all directed 2-trees of T^^ are generated. Q.E.D.
i,k: j
Theorem XI: No duplicate directed 2-trees of T^^ are generated
j: j
by the procedure.
Proof: Duplicate directed 2-trees could not be formed from a
single tree, t 5, of G^ by replacing e' with the edge a, according to 
equations 4.2 and 4.3, because only distinct edges are used to replace e".
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Hence, if two identical directed 2-trees are generated, they must result 
from two identical trees in T.OJ the set of directed trees of Grt. TheJ 2 2
procedure used to generate T.„ is that of section 2.2 which does notJ ^
produce duplicate directed trees. Therefore, no duplicate directed 
2-trees can be generated by the procedure. Q.E.D.
4.4 Example
Given the directed graph of Figure 7, find all 2-trees of the set 
T,2d3,4:2
Figure 7. A Directed Graph
The graph G i s  formed by deleting edges {q,b,p,c,m,n) and adding edges 
{e,e'}, where e = (4,2) and e1 = (3,4). The set of all directed trees 
of G2 having vertex 2 as base vertex is generated by the procedure of 
section 2.2 and is the set
T22 = taehe'>fehe',aege',aede*,fegef,fede'] = .
The graph, G^, is formed from G by deleting edges {c,m,n} and adding 
edges {e,e'}. The following sets are now computed.
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5* ( e f ) n s ; , ( T j )
V  ( e f ) n s; , ( t ' )
r ( e ' )  n s ; , ( T ' )  - s ; ( T ’ ) u [ e ' }
s;(T’ ) U { e ' }  
s;(T*) U { e f } 
5’( 0  n s; , ( t ; )  - s; ( t ' )  u {e* }
s ; ( T ’ ) u {e* }  
S ; ( T ’ ) U { e ' }
S ' ( e ' )  n s; , ( t ^)
l ’ ( e f ) n s ; , ( T ^ )
= C b , q , p , e ' }  n { q , g , f , b , e f }
- {c,d,e} U {e'3 = {b,q}
= {q?b »P>e?} H {a,b,g,q,p,e'}
- {c,d,e} U {e'} = [b,p,q]
= {q,b,p,e'] fl [b,h,d,e'}
- {c,d,e] U {e'} = {b}
= Cq>b,p,e'} H {bjg^qjfje1}
“ [c,h,g,q,f,e] U {e1} = {b}
= {qjb^je1} fl {b,h,d,e'3
- {c,d,e} U {ef} = {b}
= {q>b,p,e* } fl {bjg.qjajp.e1}
- {c,h,g,a,p,q,e} U {e’} = {b}
The required subset, W21> of directed trees of is obtained by 
equation 4.2.
W2i = {abhe,aqhe,fbhe,fphe,fqhe,abge,abde,fbge,fbde]
The set of directed 2-trees of G is obtained by equation 4.3.
T9 , = [abh,aqh,fbh,fph,fqh,abg,abd,fbg,fbd]
3,4:2
CHAPTER V
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The application of graph theory to the solution of a vast number 
of problems has been demonstrated by many authors. Directed graphs 
have been employed in the analysis of electrical networks [ll], 
communication networks [7], switching circuits [5], and even the 
simultaneous solution of linear equations [2]. Evaluation of network 
determinants and cofactors by directed trees and 2-trees has been 
demonstrated by Chen [l] and Dodd [3]. Signal flow graphs and flow 
graphs, which were first introduced by Mason [6] and Coates [2], are 
directed graphs which have been applied to the analysis of problems in 
feedback theory, network stability, matrix inversion and others [l]. 
Because the solutions frequently require the set of directed trees, 
2-trees or paths of an associated directed graph, it is desirable and 
often necessary that an economical method of generating these be 
available.
Procedures for generating the directed trees, 2-trees and paths 
of a directed graph have been presented in this paper. These procedure 
generate no duplicates thus avoiding the necessity of repeated search 
to eliminate the duplicate elements. Only elementary set operations 
are involved and the procedures are readily implemented by a digital
computer.
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